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Lu Yuan looked at the six besieging the purple-haired girl again.

The kobold Lu Yuan is very familiar, after all, he has encountered it several times.

Seeing the light gray little giant, Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows slightly:

"Kaman?"

Because he wanted to leave Sandstone City, Lu Yuan had done a lot of homework before,
and he also had a certain understanding of the race of Baiyunzhou.

The Kamans are one of the races of Baiyunzhou. Among the four initial cities of mankind,
there are Kamans in Bone City.

Unexpectedly, they would get mixed up with the kobolds.

The six kobolds and the Kaman are very strong, all of them are Tier 1. From the aura

point of view, there is even a kobold and a Kaman who are elite fighters, and their

temperament is not low, so Lu Yuan Can feel a little pressure.

Some of the six used water arrows, some with gray light on their weapons to increase

their strength, and Lu Yuan even saw a kobold using petrified skin combat skills.

This guy should have come from Sandstone City just like him.

Although the six kobolds and Kamans failed to break through the defense at this moment,
the purple-haired girl seemed to have no strong offensive abilities, and there was nothing
to do with them.

Every time she tied people with vines, the epee in the hands of a Kaman holding an epee

flashed with gray light, and the vine was cut off.

As time passed, the purple-haired girl's face began to pale, and the purple vines were no

longer as flexible as before.

Obviously, because of limited physical and spiritual power, he was already a little tired.
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A kobold with flames on his battle axe looked at the purple-haired girl with a grinning

grin:

"Human, you run! You run again! Do you still have any hole cards to use!"

The Kaman, who flashed with gray light on the sword, also sneered:

"Unexpectedly, I caught a big fish. This human has so many potions and charms, and his

wealth is definitely not less. This time so many brothers died, as long as you kill her, the
loss should be earned back."

The purple-haired girl frowned her eyebrows, her pretty face flushed with anger.

She stared angrily at the kobold and the Kaman:

"You wait for this young lady. When this young lady goes to Tianluo City, she will take
someone to kill you a hundred times!"

"Hahahaha! Let's talk about it when you get to Tianluo City!"

The brawny kobold laughed indifferently.

Lu Yuan looked in his eyes, frowned slightly, clenched the epee, and planned to help.

It wasn't that Lu Yuan was lowly, greedy for the girl's body, mainly because she was a

human being, and if she was besieged by a different race, it would help Lu Yuan feel that

she still had to help.

Please call him a messenger of justice! Warrior of Light!

It is because of those who do not believe in light that darkness will appear!

Although these six kobolds and Kaman are very strong, his strength is not weak, and the

purple-haired girl is also quite strong. If her vine lacks sufficient lethality, those kobolds
and Kaman I am afraid that the Man is not enough for her to kill.

Listening to the meanings of the kobolds and the Kamans, this purple-haired girl seems to

have a lot of potions and charms?

Is it just being consumed by them?

I don't know how many people died.



Lu Yuan didn't think much anymore, he squinted his eyes, clenched the epee in his hand,
his legs bent slightly, kicking the ground.

boom!

His body shot out like a long arrow, rushing to the nearest kobold.

The sudden appearance of Lu Yuan shocked everyone on the battlefield and turned their
attention away.

Especially the Kobold who was attacked, his eyes widened slightly and his face was

condensed.

"Human! Are you easy to deal with because of your uncle?!"

Holding a two-handed giant sword, he slashed towards Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan squinted his eyes, a sharp flash in his eyes.

Just when he was about to dodge the counterattack, purple vines quickly entangled the

kobold's hands like a snake, and his slashing movement stopped.

"what?!"

The Great Sword Kobold was horrified.

When Lu Yuan saw this scene, a hint of surprise flashed in his eyes.

Pretty!

He gave the purple-haired girl a thumbs up, such a quick response, such a precise

interference.

Very powerful ah.

A cold light flashed in his eyes, a crimson light flashed across his body, and the red copper
light circulated, erupting with full force.

laugh! !

The reddish sword light ran across the kobold's neck, and his head rose to the sky, blood
like pillars.



"Damn! Ergouzi!"

Lu Yuan's raid was too rapid, and the purple-haired girl's reaction was beyond everyone's
expectations. They had no idea that a wave of raids would directly cause one of the

kobold's heads to fly.

Everyone's eyes widened, and suddenly furious.

"Human again! Killed together!"

The two kobolds and the three Kamans looked at each other, and the division of labor was
clear. Three of the Kamans dealt with the purple-haired girl, and the remaining two

kobolds rushed towards Lu Yuan.

The besieged Amy Al Gaby was already desperate. He was about to arrive at Tianluo City,
but he did not expect to encounter an alien siege.

If her genetic warfare skills were not strong enough, and she had a lot of potions and

lethal charms on her body, she couldn't stop it for long.

Even so, she ran out of charms and potions, and killed more than 20 opponents, and the

inventory was almost consumed.

After physical exertion, she will die sooner or later.

Amy Algaby gritted her teeth and was very angry.

If it hadn't been for a Tier 2 fierce beast leader, she had spent a lot of potions and charms

to run away, resulting in a small number of potions and charms, and she could directly

kill all of these people with charms!

But when she was desperate, a teenager rushed in to help.

As a genius of the Algabe family, she had already received actual combat training a long

time ago. With rich combat experience, she naturally understood what she wanted to do

in the first place.

She naturally didn't even think about it, and directly assisted the young man to control

his opponent.

One hit worked!



Now seeing the remaining five alien soldiers split in two ways, her lilac eyes flashed, she
looked at the boy, and said: "I will help you, we will defeat them one by one!"

Lu Yuan looked at the two leaping kobolds and narrowed his eyes. Just when he was

about to be tough, he heard Amy's voice.

Lu Yuan was stunned, looked up at Amy, and found that Amy was also looking at him.

Lu Yuan smiled and nodded: "Okay!"

Amy raised her little hand, and the purple vines spread out like a spider web, and rushed

towards the five kobolds and the Kamans. Most of the vines rushed towards the two

kobolds facing the land.

"If it was before, we would still worry, but now how much energy do you have left?!"

The Kaman who was holding the epee grinned, and the gray light flashed on the epee, and
the sword light flashed across the air, cutting off a large number of vines.

Seeing this, Amy frowned, her eyebrows frowned, her physical exertion was too great,
and now the tenacity of the vines has been weakened to a certain extent.

When Lu Yuan saw this scene, he understood the current situation.

In the current situation of the purple-haired girl, she was able to kill the kobold before,
obviously because she was caught off guard.

Now that the other party reacted, it was too difficult to be effective.

But Lu Yuan's face did not change in the slightest.

Except for the two leading kobolds and the Kaman, no one else threatened him.

When the two kobolds approached Lu Yuan and were about to attack, Lu Yuan's soles
stepped on the ground, and his body instantly disappeared in place.

He appeared behind the weaker kobold, and the heavy sword slashed towards the

kobold's neck with a sharp sword light.

The kobold's pupils holding the flame battle axe shrank, revealing a hint of shock.

"what?!"



He didn't expect Lu Yuan's speed to increase a bit more than before.

"Stop it!"

The kobold roared, and the battle axe slashed towards Landing Yuan. The burning flame

made the air a scorching smell.

Lu Yuan's expression remained unchanged, and he didn't even move.

A faint blue light flashed on the ring of rapids in his hand.

A water arrow hit the tomahawk.

laugh! !

With the battle axe, the offensive became much weaker.

The zero-level boss-level water arrows are still a little short of the attack of the first-order
elite fighters, but they can also weaken the power to deal with a lot.

Lu Yuan's epee had already crossed the neck of the kobold.

Blood was gushing, and the kobold's body swayed and fell to the ground.

Seeing that Lu Yuan didn't evade, the flame war-axe kobold forcibly killed his comrades,
and bloodshot eyes appeared.

"court death!!"

He forcibly added strength, and his battle axe severely slashed on the armor of Lu Yuan's
shoulder.

boom! !

The roar sounded. The flame on the flame battle axe engulfed Lu Yuan.

As soon as the smile on the kobold's face appeared, a jet of black sword light had already

passed through the air, slashing towards the kobold's neck.

The kobold's hair exploded, his pupils contracted violently, and he had no time to dodge

sideways.

laugh! !



The epee drew across the leather armor of the kobold's left arm. The leather armor was

completely unable to withstand Luyuan's epee. Amid the cracking sound of the silk, blood
gushed down, and a hideous wound appeared on the kobold's left arm.

"what!!"

The kobold warrior yelled, and backed back again and again, his forehead was covered

with cold sweat, and he looked at Lu Yuan who was slowly walking out of the flames with

some surprise.

When he saw that there was a crack in Lu Yuan's only battle armor, he was unscathed, his
eyes widened and he couldn't believe it:

"It's impossible! How can you be unharmed by being hit by my Flame Slash head- on?"

Lu Yuan glanced at the crack on the armor, a trace of distress flashed in his eyes.

Repairs are expensive, okay? !

He looked up at the kobold, smiled and said:

"Your attack is quite comfortable."

To be honest, this kobold's tempering degree may have reached the first level 80 or more,
the power of that flame slash is extraordinary.

If it were the first full blow of the flame slash, Lu Yuan felt that he would also be injured

next.

It's a pity that he was blocked by a water arrow, and his power was reduced a lot. In
addition, his boss-class armor blocked a wave, how could he be so easily injured?

The three Kamans in the distance also saw the situation here, their eyes widened, and a

flash of shock flashed in their eyes.

Even Amy showed a hint of consternation.

After all, Lu Yuan's spiritual energy fluctuations were not particularly strong, and the

tempering degree should not be considered very high. Unexpectedly, he could harden the

full blow of the elite fighters who were deeply tempered, and it was unscathed.

How strong is this defense?



The atmosphere fell silent, and the elite Kaman warrior looked ugly:

"Damn it's another hard stubble, retreat!"

That human woman is already very difficult to deal with, they died so many people have

not been able to win, and they have consumed all their hole cards, and now there is

another extremely powerful Lu Yuan.

The elite Kamans have no confidence that they can eat both of them.

The three Kaman wanted to retreat, and a cold color appeared on Amy's baby fat face:

"Want to run?! Have you ever asked this lady?!"

With a small hand, the purple vine shot out, spreading towards the three Kamans.

Seeing this, Lu Yuan looked at the elite kobolds and planned to make a quick decision.

He took out a few bottles of medicine and drank them.

Power potions, speed potions and defense potions.

In addition to the first-tier potion as a trump card, Lu Yuan also bought a lot of good

potions as a regular explosive method.

What I drink now is good medicine.

Lu Yuan's strength was too strong. After drinking the Superior Grade potion, Lu Yuan's
strength only increased by 10%, his speed increased slightly, and his defense increased by
less than 10%.

However, Lu Yuan's strength was already strong enough. After drinking the potion, the
aura in his body became stronger.

The face of the elite kobold opposite him changed drastically, and he turned to run.

As for the three Kamans blocked by purple vines?

They all wanted to abandon him and ran away, but still expect him to save them?

Dreaming?



When Lu Yuan saw the kobold warrior turned around and wanted to
run~www.mtlnovel.com~, he smiled, his body disappeared in place, and instantly

appeared behind the kobold warrior, his heavy sword slashed straight down.

The elite kobold warrior shrank his pupils and roared:

"Human! I have given up! Don't make me desperate!!"

The battle axe in his hand carried the flames and slashed towards the heavy sword.

A stern look flashed in Lu Yuan's eyes, his face blank.

The war horse and the battle axe collided.

boom! !

Under the roar, the elite kobold warrior's pupils shrank, and his body stepped back again

and again.

"Damn it, how could your power be so strong?"

Lu Yuan grinned: "Guess?"

Under the triple black steel strength, Lu Yuan's strength was no longer inferior to his

defense.

Coupled with the effect of the potion of strength, it can be almost the same.

Even the elite kobold warriors of the storming system are slightly inferior.

He disappeared in place again, attacking the elite kobold warrior.

The most powerful forces of elite kobold warriors have been suppressed, and their speed

and defense have been completely crushed.

After just barely resisting a few attacks with his own combat experience, the elite kobold
warrior was struck across the neck with a sword from Lu Yuan and lost his vitality.

After killing the elite kobold warriors, Lu Yuan turned his head and looked at the three

Kamans.

At this moment, the three Kamans were stopped by Amy with wisteria at all costs.



Lu Yuan stepped on the ground with both feet, and a shallow pit appeared on the ground,
and his body turned into a black shadow and rushed towards the three Kamans.

Lu Yuan's mighty aura raged against the three Kamans, their hearts felt cold, and a trace

of panic flashed in their eyes.

They saw in front of them that the elite kobold was powerfully killed by Lu Yuan within a
few rounds.

"Block him!"

The sword-wielding Kaman roared.
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